Microchannel DNA sequencing matrices with switchable viscosities.
We review the variety of thermo-responsive and shear-responsive polymer solutions with "switchable" viscosities that have been proposed for application as DNA sequencing matrices for capillary and microfluidic chip electrophoresis. Generally, highly entangled polymer solutions of high-molar mass polymers are necessary for the attainment of long DNA sequencing read lengths (> 500 bases) with short analysis times (< 3 h). However, these entangled polymer matrices create practical difficulties for microchannel electrophoresis with their extremely high viscosities, necessitating high-pressure loading into capillaries or chips. Shear-responsive (shear-thinning) polymer matrices exhibit a rapid drop in viscosity as the applied shear force is increased, but still require a high initial pressure to initiate flow of the solution into a microchannel. Polymer matrices designed to have thermo-responsive properties display either a lowered (thermo-thinning) or raised (thermo-thickening) viscosity as the temperature of the solution is elevated. These properties are generally designed into the polymers by the incorporation of moderately hydrophobic groups in some part of the polymer structure, which either phase-separate or hydrophobically aggregate at higher temperatures. In their low-viscosity states, these matrices that allow rapid loading of capillary or chip microchannels under low applied pressure. The primary goal of work in this area is to design polymer matrices that exhibit this responsive behavior and hence easy microchannel loading, without a reduction in DNA separation performance compared to conventional matrices. While good progress has been made, thermo-responsive matrices have yet to offer sequencing performance as good as nonthermo-responsive networks. The challenge remains to accomplish this goal through the innovative design of novel polymer structures.